Abstract-Ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC) entail the transmission of sporadic and small packets, with low latency and very high reliability. Among many potential areas of optimization for URLLC, the problems of large delays during HARQ retransmissions, and inaccurate link adaptation as a consequence of the rapidly-varying interference conditions are studied. The former is addressed by reducing the TTI length and HARQ round-trip time, as compared to what is used in LTE; whereas including low-pass filtered interference information in the CQI report is also proved to have great potential. Extensive system-level simulations of the downlink performance show that the URLLC requirements, i.e. latencies below 1 ms and 99.999% reliability, are achievable at low load scenarios, whereas some performance degradation (1 -3 ms latency) is experienced at higher loads due to the increased queuing delay and inter-cell interference.
I. INTRODUCTION
Standardization activities towards a fifth generation (5G) New Radio (NR) are gaining big momentum in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [1] . Ultra-reliable lowlatency communication (URLLC) has been agreed as one of the three main use cases, targeting transmission of relatively small payloads with very low latency (<1 ms) and high reliability (99.999%) [2] .
The very challenging requirements of URLLC have raised significant attention in academia and industry. For example, the studies in [3] , [4] analyse the required improvements on the wireless link. It is shown how a combination of micro-and macroscopic diversity can achieve the signal quality outage probability required for URLLC. In [5] , different deployment strategies (e.g. number of cells, frequency reuse pattern) are studied to meet the coverage requirements in a factory automation scenario, while the complementary system-level simulation results are presented in [6] . To achieve low over-theair transmission delay, reducing the transmission time interval (TTI) is of significant importance [7] . Related to the former, the study in [8] evaluates the downlink latency performance under different TTI durations and load conditions, assuming a mixture of high-priority bursty traffic and best-effort mobile broadband (MBB) traffic. In [9] , a link adaptation strategy is presented where the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) is selected according to the target reliability and feedback channel imperfections, assuming that one hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) retransmission is allowed.
The applicability of these medium access control (MAC) layer schemes on URLLC is mainly limited by two factors: (i) the relatively large delay that characterizes the HARQ operation, and (ii) inaccurate link adaptation due to the very sporadic URLLC traffic. Motivated by this, we present different enhancements for supporting URLLC in cellular networks. Among others, decreasing the TTI length and HARQ roundtrip time (RTT), as compared to LTE, is suggested as a resource-efficient way to improve the latency performance; whereas including time-filtered interference information in the channel quality indicator (CQI) report is proposed to improve the link adaptation accuracy. The benefit of the presented enhancements is evaluated by analysing the downlink latency and reliability performance in a multi-user multi-cell scenario. As it will be shown, the gain provided by each solution depends on the offered traffic load, the inter-cell interference, etc. Given the complexity of the considered problem, the chosen evaluation methodology is dynamic system-level simulations, following the latest URLLC modelling assumptions agreed in 3GPP [10] . Good practice is applied in order to generate trustworthy results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines the considered network and traffic model, and the performance metrics. Section III presents the proposed URLLC enhancements. The simulation assumptions are presented in Section IV. Performance results are shown in Section V, followed by concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
System-level evaluations are a powerful tool to analyse the overall behaviour and performance of cellular systems. Particularly, the 3GPP has highlighted the importance of carrying out highly detailed system-level evaluations in order to analyse the impact of time-varying inter-cell interference, and queuing and scheduling delays, on the URLLC performance [10] .
A. Network Layout & Traffic Model
We follow the modelling and assumptions recently discussed in [10] , [11] . A macro-cellular network composed of 7 three-sector sites with 500 meter inter-site distance is assumed.
A fixed number of URLLC user equipments (UEs) are uniformly distributed across the network. Unidirectional downlink traffic following the so-called FTP Model 3 (FTP3) is applied. This consists of relatively small packets (typically between 32 and 200 Bytes) that are generated for each UE in the downlink direction following a Poisson arrival process [10] .
B. Performance Metrics
In line with [1] , the key performance indicator (KPI) is the one-way downlink latency that can be achieved with a 1−10 −5 probability. The latency is measured from the moment a FTP3 packet arrives at the base station until it is successfully received at the UE. This accounts for the queuing delay in the cell, defined as the time elapsed between the arrival of the packet at the base station buffers and the execution of the scheduling decision; frame alignment, i.e. time remaining to the beginning of the next TTI; and transmission delay, including the potential HARQ retransmissions that could occur.
III. URLLC ENABLERS

A. Low Latency Frame Structure
We adopt the candidate frequency-division duplex frame structure presented in [12] . It consists of a grid of timefrequency resources where users are dynamically multiplexed via orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA). The time domain is organized into subframes, each containing a set of physical resource blocks (PRB) in the frequency domain. The physical layer numerology follows the recent agreements in 3GPP: 15 kHz sub-carrier spacing (SCS), 14 OFDM symbols (1 ms) subframe, and a PRB size of 12 sub-carriers (180 kHz) as the baseline configuration; although options with 2 N scaling of the SCS, e.g. 30 kHz or 60 kHz, are also allowed [11] . The 3GPP has also agreed on using different TTI durations depending on the user-specific requirements. Apart from scheduling with a 1 ms subframe resolution, smaller scheduling units composed of e.g. 7 OFDM symbols (0.5 ms 'slot') or 2 OFDM symbols (0.143 ms 'minislot'), are also considered for 5G [13] .
In line with [12] , the control channel (CCH) is accommodated within the resources assigned to each user (i.e. in-resource CCH). The CCH contains the scheduling grant indicating the specific time-frequency resource allocation for each user, among other relevant link adaptation parameters required to decode the data. The coding rate of the user-specific CCH is dynamically adapted to the user's channel conditions, following the link-level performance specified in [14] . Note that although scheduling with a mini-slot provides the lowest latency, it has a cost in terms of higher signalling overhead due to the need of sending more frequently CCH information [12] .
B. Short HARQ RTT
The HARQ RTT is assumed to scale linearly with the TTI length. Assuming a LTE-alike asynchronous HARQ operation with a minimum RTT of 8 TTIs, even with a TTI duration of 0.143 ms, the HARQ RTT would not satisfy the 1 ms URLLC latency target (i.e. 8·0.143 ms > 1 ms). Since relying on a single (very conservative) transmission would have a significant cost on the spectral efficiency [9] , we study the case where the HARQ RTT is reduced to 4 TTIs in order to allow room for one HARQ retransmission. A diagram of the HARQ procedure with reduced RTT is presented in Fig.  1 . We consider a maximum of 1 TTI for frame alignment and for performing the scheduling decision (1). The UE processing time (3) required to decode the initial transmission, and the base station processing (5) of the negative acknowledgement (NACK) are also reduced to 1 TTI
1 . Under such conditions, the maximum latency assuming one HARQ retransmission is reduced to 6·0.143 ms = 0.86 ms (excluding the queuing delay). Note that the proposed reduction of the HARQ RTT mainly requires an improvement of the processing capabilities at the UE and base station. A complementary way to relax the processing requirements is by applying the socalled early-feedback techniques [16] , which try to predict the outcome of the decoder before the entire decoding finishes.
C. Accurate Link Adaptation
The traffic characteristics of URLLC represent a challenge when attempting to perform accurate link adaptation. Due to the relatively small payloads, a URLLC transmission generally occupies a subset of the available radio resources (i.e. PRBs) within a TTI. This fact, together with the sporadic arrival of packets (as specified in Section II-A), result in a rapidly changing interference pattern. As a result, it becomes difficult to accurately select an appropriate MCS that fulfils a certain block error rate (BLER) constraint. This problem is also well-known from LTE system-level performance analyses in non-fully loaded networks. In such cases, the MCS selection is typically improved by use of outer loop link adaptation (OLLA) mechanisms [17] , which "fine tune" the MCS selection according to the received HARQ ACK/NACK feedback messages. These mechanisms are, however, characterized by slow convergence which limits their applicability to URLLC use cases [17] .
Our proposal is to modify the UE measurement procedure of the CQI report, by including historical information of the experienced interference. On each TTI n, the UE measures the interference with a certain PRB resolution (a.k.a. sub-band). The interference measurement on the i-th sub-band, x i [n], is filtered with a low-pass first-order Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter, resulting in the following smoothed value:
where α is the forgetting factor (FF) of the filter (0 < α < 1). The CQI, which is periodically reported to the base station, contains the low-pass filtered interference information together with the latest desired-signal fading information. Note that the latter varies in a much lower time scale and, except for very high UE speeds, it is possible to track the channel variations with relatively high accuracy [15] . The FF α determines how much weight is given to the latest measurement as compared to the previous ones. Based on a heuristic analysis using simulations, it has been found that a FF α = 0.01 is beneficial for the latency performance.
D. BLER Optimization
As presented in [8] , there is a tradeoff between spectral efficiency and queuing delay. That is, as the system load increases, it is beneficial from a latency point of view to configure the system for high spectral efficiency (rather than for low latency) in order to cope with the non-negligible queuing delay. This can be achieved by adjusting the BLER target for the link adaptation depending on the system load. At low load, conservative transmissions (e.g. 0.1% BLER target) provide the best latency performance, whereas more aggressive transmissions can be allowed at high load, since the reduction of the queuing and scheduling delay compensates for the larger delay in the air interface (due to the occurrence of a larger amount of retransmissions).
IV. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS
The performance evaluation is based on system-level simulations of a multi-user cellular system. The default simulation assumptions are summarized in Table I . The simulator timeresolution is one OFDM symbol, and it includes explicit modelling of the majority of radio resource management functionalities such as packet scheduling and HARQ. Dynamic link adaptation is applied for both data and the in-resource control channel, which results in varying control overhead depending on the user signal quality and TTI duration (see [8] , [12] ). Additional overhead from reference signals (RS) is also included. The link adaptation for the data transmissions is based on the periodical frequency-selective CQI report from the URLLC users, using standard OLLA to reach a certain BLER target (0.1% as default). Closed-loop 2x2 singleuser single-stream MIMO is assumed for each link and the UE receiver type is minimum mean square error with interference rejection combining (MMSE-IRC).
The network layout, UE distribution and traffic follow the description presented in Section II-A. A set of N = 210 URLLC UEs are uniformly distributed in the network, which corresponds to an average of 10 UEs per cell. For each UE, a payload of size B = 200 Bytes is generated in the downlink The network offered load corresponds therefore to N · B · λ. The latency (defined in Section II-B) of each downloaded FTP3 packet is collected and used to form empirical complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDF). In line with [1] , the main KPI is the achievable latency at the 10
percentile. The latency is analysed both globally and on a per-user basis. The simulation time corresponds to at least 5.000.000 successfully received packets to ensure a reasonable confidence level for the considered performance metrics.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Next, we present performance results in order to highlight the benefit obtained from the proposed enhancements. Fig. 2 shows the CCDF of the URLLC latency with TTI sizes corresponding to 2, 7, and 14 OFDM symbols, and an average offered load of 1 Mbps per cell. The system utilization for each configuration, i.e. percentage of PRBs transmitted on average, is shown in the legend. At the 10 −5 percentile, there is a significant benefit of using short TTI size as it reduces the over-the-air transmission delay, frame alignment, and HARQ retransmission time. The latter particularly impacts the tail of the distribution, since one retransmission typically occurs at the 10 −5 outage level. This results in a latency of 10 ms for the 1 ms TTI, whereas it is only 3.3 ms for the 0.14 ms TTI. The performance gain of the 0.14 ms TTI as compared to the 1 ms TTI is much smaller (3x shorter latency) than the expected (7x). This is due to the larger control overhead when scheduling with short TTIs, which results in a lower availability of radio resources for URLLC data transmissions. Note that the case with 0.5 ms TTI experience the lowest PRB utilization. Although the signalling overhead is larger as compared to the 1.0 ms TTI case, the 0.5 ms TTI have the advantage of higher resource granularity, which results in more resource-efficient scheduling of the small URLLC data payloads.
1) Impact of the TTI size:
2) Interference filtering: Fig. 3 shows the latency distribution at different offered loads, and including the benefits of interference filtering (explained in Section III-C). Only cases with a TTI duration of 0.14 ms are presented, given its large latency-reduction potential. Comparing the 1 Mbps performance in Fig. 3 with the one shown in Fig. 2 , lower resource utilization and a 1.9 ms latency reduction (from 3.3 ms to 1.4 ms) is obtained at the 10 −5 percentile, which can be attributed to the more accurate link adaptation. Although not shown, the benefits of interference filtering become even greater at higher offered load, e.g. 2 or 4 Mbps per cell, when the cell activity is higher and more sporadic interference is experienced in the network. For loads up to 4 Mbps, good latency performance (below 2 ms) is obtained despite the relatively high system utilization. As we further increase the load to 6 Mbps, nonnegligible queuing starts to occur at the cells' buffers, which deteriorates considerably the achievable latency.
3) HARQ RTT and BLER optimization: Fig. 4 show the performance with different configurations of the HARQ RTT and the BLER target, as discussed in Section III. At 1 Mbps load, the HARQ-related processing delay is the dominant component of the total latency. Hence, by reducing the HARQ RTT to 4 TTIs, the 1 ms latency and 99.999% reliability required for URLLC is fulfilled. The case with 4 Mbps offered load and 0.1% BLER target does not experience significant improvement when reducing the HARQ RTT, since the queuing delay is the dominant component. Instead, it is beneficial to operate at higher BLER target (1%) in order to increase the spectral efficiency of the system and reduce the queue length. It can be observed that, after reducing the experienced queuing delay, the benefit of short HARQ RTT becomes more evident. Fig. 5 shows the 10 −5 -percentile latency performance at different loads when applying the proposed enhancements. The top of each bar indicates the achieved latency without any of the proposed enhancements, i.e. a fixed BLER target of 0.1% for all loads, α = 1, and a HARQ RTT of 8 TTIs. The latency varies from 3.3 ms, at 1 Mbps offered load, to ∼100 ms for a offered load of 8 Mbps. The bottom of each bar indicates the optimized latency performance, and each segment represents the latency improvement provided by a certain enhancement. It is observed that the URLLC requirements are fulfilled for loads up to 2 Mbps (latency of 0.98 ms), but cases with 4 or 6 Mbps offered load also experience decent performance (1.24 ms and 1.63 ms, respectively). The relative gain of the proposed latency and reliability improvements depend on the system load. At low load, the processing time is one of the dominant components of the achievable latency; therefore, significant benefit is obtained by reducing the HARQ RTT. As we increase the load, the cell activity starts to increase resulting in rapidly-varying interference conditions. As a consequence, interference filtering provides large gains, as lowpass information of the experienced interference is implicitly included in the CQI report. On top of this, there is also relevant gain from using a higher BLER target at high load in order to reduce the queuing delay experienced in the cells (see Fig.  4 ). Specifically, the performance at 4, 6 and 8 Mbps offered load is improved by increasing the BLER target from 0.1% to 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively 2 .
4) Global performance summary:
5) Per-User performance analysis:
The results in Fig. 2 -5 show the latency statistics from all the UEs in the network. However, due to the different coverage conditions of the UEs, it is likely to happen that not all the UEs experience the same performance. In order to quantify these effects, we analyse the latency performance for each UE, and determine the ratio of UEs which do not satisfy a certain latency requirement (i.e. outage probability). The latency is analysed at the 10
percentile, since the amount of samples available per UE is lower as compared to the global analyses. Fig. 6 shows the UE outage for different offered loads. The HARQ RTT is set to 4 TTIs, whereas the BLER target is configured for each load according to what provides the best latency performance. It is observed that a 1 ms latency with 99.99% reliability can be achieved by all the simulated UEs for loads up to 2 Mbps. As we increase the load, the outage probability drastically increases, e.g. 60% outage probability at 6 Mbps offered load. For a more relaxed latency constraint of 2 ms, the outage is significantly reduced, being no larger than 20% in any of the evaluated load conditions. Intuitively, there is some correlation between the UE latency 2 The optimal BLER target for each load is obtained heuristically using simulations. performance and its coverage conditions. Fig. 7 shows a scatter plot of the per-user latency performance at the 10 −4 -percentile versus its Geometry factor (Γ). The Geometry factor is equivalent to the average signal to interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) experienced by the UE under full-load conditions; i.e. Γ = P i /( n =i P n + N 0 ), where P n is the received signal power from cell n, i denotes the serving cell, and N 0 is the thermal noise power. As expected, users located in celledge areas (low Γ) generally experience worse performance as compared to cell-center UEs. At 1 Mbps, the per-user latency performance can be grouped into two groups: (i) users with very good channel quality which do not experience any retransmissions in the evaluated percentile, and therefore achieve a latency of only ∼0.4 ms; and (ii) users in less favourable channel conditions, experiencing typically one HARQ retransmission at the 10 −4 level (resulting in a latency of ∼0.86 ms, as discussed in Section III-B). At 8 Mbps load, the achievable latency is largely affected by the queuing delay. The queuing delay is not constant but naturally varies in accordance to the instantaneous variations of the incoming traffic. This results in a latency performance that varies from user to user but clearly correlated with the UE-specific experienced channel quality. The presented per-user performance statistics justify recent discussions in standardization proposing to perform admission control to discard UEs that are highly likely to not fulfil the required quality of service (due to the UE coverage conditions, system load, etc.) [10] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the traffic characteristics and stringent requirements of URLLC, we have presented different MAC layer enhancements for supporting URLLC in cellular networks. It is shown that the link adaptation imperfections, as a consequence of the very sporadic traffic, can be reduced by including low-pass filtered interference information in the CQI report, whereas short TTI and faster processing at the UE and base station is of significant importance to reduce the delay during HARQ retransmissions. Extensive system-level simulations have been carried out in order to evaluate the benefit of the proposed solutions. It has been shown how latencies below 1 ms with the required 99.999% reliability are achieved at low load scenarios, whereas some performance degradation (1 -3 ms latency) is experienced at higher loads as a consequence of the higher queuing delay and inter-cell interference. The latency performance has also been evaluated on a per-user basis. The percentage of users not satisfying the 1 ms latency requirement drastically increases with the load, e.g. 20% and 60% for 4 and 6 Mbps offered load, respectively. In this regard, strong correlation is observed between the user latency performance and its experienced channel quality.
Our current work focuses on further enhancements to the link adaptation and scheduling mechanisms, as well as cases with mixed traffic classes, e.g. URLLC and MBB.
